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Stone columns are being used to reduce soft soil settlement and increase load-carrying capacity. Since there is inadequate lateral
support from the local native soil, soft soil undergoes excessive settlement under vertical loading. Tis issue is efectively resolved
by suitably encasing stone column material by geosynthetic with signifcant axial stifness, which provides the required additional
confnement reported in the literature. In the current study, an efort has been made to examine the load settlement behaviour of
the dual-layered geosynthetic-encased stone column (DL-GESC) under vertical loading. In order to simulate the behaviour of
stone column-reinforced soft soil, a FEM analysis was performed using PLAXIS-3D and three-dimensional (3D) models made
utilising the unit cell idealisation technique for a single column. Te stone column diameter, spacing to diameter (s/d) ratio, and
encasement layers were varied to determine their infuence on load-settling behaviour. Te vertical load-carrying capacity of the
ground was signifcantly improved when an additional layer of geosynthetic encasement was inserted into the stone column as
compared to SL-GESC. Improvement of 15–25% was observed for the analysis of a single column installed in soft clay, according
to the result obtained. Improvement ratios have been discussed in detail for various encasement conditions.

1. Introduction

Using soft clay deposits or flls as a foundation material is
generally not suggested. Te viability of construction there
must be determined in light of the favourable economic
conditions for land development brought on by the ex-
pansion of urban and industrial regions. Stone columns are,
without a doubt, the most popular and desirable alternatives.
When the load-carrying capacity of the soil rises, it is less
probable that storage tanks, earthen embankments, raft
foundations, and other foundations undergo failure due to
settlement. Insertion of ordinary stone column increase soil
to greater depth and minimise problems induced by set-
tlement. Numerous geotechnical problems that might occur
with poor soil can be resolved through ground improvement
[1]. Columnar inclusion is among the most fexible and
economical ground augmentation techniques available to-
day. Compared to the soil around them, columnar inclusions
are more durable and resilient. Stone columns, lime or

cement columns, compacted sand piles, or other columnar
inclusions can be considered as composite materials.
Granular pile reinforcement in soft ground is used to im-
prove feld performance by increasing bearing capacity and
reducing settlement [2, 3]. Over the past three decades, this
method has seen extensive usage for a wide range of ap-
plications, including the compression of cohesionless soil
and the insertion of stone columns of reinforcement into
softer soil. It has outpaced most conventional deep foun-
dation techniques, such as piling. Circumferential bulging of
the stone column helps to transmit the longitudinal load,
which increases the stifness of the ground. Te lateral
confnement or bulging resistance ofered by the intervening
soil was found to be inadequate for particularly soft soil
[4, 5].

Te stone column method is economical and environ-
mentally friendly for stabilising unstable ground so that it
can withstand low-to-moderate stress situations [6]. It in-
creases the stability and stifness of the soil, reduces the
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likelihood of liquefaction and pore pressure, enhances shear
strength and stability, and accelerates the consolidation of
drained soil. Introducing tensile materials in horizontal,
vertical, and inclined orientations is another well-known
method of improving and strengthening soil. Geosynthetics
have become a signifcant component in soil reinforcement
because of advancements in polymer engineering and the
development of innovative materials. Van Impe [7] was the
frst to suggest covering a stone column with a geosynthetic
material. Since then, numerous research studies have been
conducted to use reinforced stone columns to enhance the
properties of soft soil by researchers [8–10], whereas Fathi
and Mohtasham [11] demonstrated the stone column by
increasing the stifness of geosynthetic materials, improved
soil stability, and load-bearing capacity.

In order to strengthen the stone column carrying ca-
pacity and prevent any related failures, it was thus necessary
to increase the circumferential bulging resistance [12–16]. By
adjusting the length of the encasement, Gniel and Bouazza
[17] investigated small-scale geogrid-encased columns. In
both single and group columns, encasement length reduced
the upright strain [18, 19]. Below the encasement, there was
a bulging collapse, fully enclosed columns minimise the
strain by 80%. It has been proven to be very successful in
increasing the bearing capacity in a vertically laden column
to utilise a variety of geosynthetics as part of an encasement
[20–29].

Various studies proposed that using horizontal layers of
geosynthetics encasement helps to improve the bearing
capacity and reduce lateral bulging [30–32]. Tree-
dimensional numerical studies reported that short end-
bearing columns with GESC had higher bearing capacities
than longer ones because they transmitted compressive load
across their entire length and mobilised higher strains for
a specifed settlement. Also, the short geogrid-encased sand
column exhibited less lateral expansion for a given settle-
ment than larger-diameter encasement [33]. Miranda et al.
[34] established the critical length using FEM analysis and
found that extending the column past the critical length had
no advantage. For enclosed stone columns, the required
column length should be 1.3–2.5 times the footing’s di-
ameter; for OSC, it should be 1.1–1.9 times the footing’s
diameter. Te length of ordinary, encased stone columns
should be 2 to 5 times the diameter of the footing. Te
infuence of stone columns coated with geosynthetics under
cyclic loads was examined by Gao et al. [35] and concluded
that by doing such reduces foundation settlement.

Ordinary stone columns (OSC) built on the soft ground
could now be strengthened by using geosynthetic-encased
stone columns (GESC), which has gained in importance. An
ordinary stone column can also be loaded and arranged such
that they do not slide laterally into the ground next to the
building. Due to insufcient lateral pressure from the soil
around them, GESCs come into play when OSCs in a soil
environment are unable to maintain column integrity. Te
major factor determining which system—the GESC system
or the OSC system—ofers a lesser cost beneft when both
systems are applicable at the same location is the project
boundary’s specifc issues, such as settling requirements,

installation difculties, and loading conditions. As of now,
the following criteria have been used to study geosynthetic
reinforcement in general:

(a) Using horizontal layers of geosynthetic re-
inforcement positioned partially and entirely in
relation to the length of the stone column to decrease
lateral extension (bulging)

(b) Encasing the sand column completely and partially
around with a geogrid sleeve

(c) Encasing geosynthetic sleeves circumferentially
around the stone column periphery

(d) Reinforcing stone columns horizontally and verti-
cally along with varying encasement lengths

(e) Te dual layer idea, which was just recently pre-
sented and will be employed for the frst time in
vertical loading, is still the subject of investigation

Te information, as shown, indicates that the encasing
was only applied to the stone column periphery. On the
other hand, Jaiswal and Kumar [36] recommended using
a dual-layered encasement to improve a stone column shear
resistance in situations where the column is susceptible to
shear collapse. In order to load stone columns in a vertical
position, the dual-layer enclosed stone column (DLESC)
idea has yet to be used; hence, more research is needed in
this area.

Te ongoing research aims to create a design method
that takes soil and the load distribution of a dual-layer,
encased stone column into account. Numerical analysis was
used to analyse the behaviour of a single stone column. Te
study was conducted using a unit cell concept, with clay
deformations restricted to the unit cell, which is represented
by the equivalent area of each column.Te efciency of stone
columns in SL-GESC and DL-GESC soil was assessed in the
current study to determine the impact of geogrid encasing.

2. Numerical Modelling

Using a FEM analysis in PLAXIS-3D using 10 nodes, nu-
merical investigations were conducted as part of this re-
search. Tis FEM package is made up of reliable
computational techniques that have stood the test of time. It
enables users to analyse and simulate soil behaviour through
the creation of 3D soil models, allowing them to tackle
challenging geotechnical engineering challenges. Te load
versus the settlement study, which was done on a single
column, was based on the idea of a unit cell.Tis is due to the
tightest packing provided by this layout.

Te equivalent diameter (De) of an equivalent cylindrical
unit cell is determined as follows: De� 1.05× s, where s is the
column spacing, which is commonly 2 to 4 times the di-
ameter (d). As indicated by the formulas� 2d to 4d, the
distance between the stone columns was shifted in the
current inquiry between two and four times their diameters.
Investigations were conducted on columns with diameters of
50mm, 75mm, 100mm, 125mm, and 150mm. Aminimum
L/d ratio of 4.5 is required to produce the full limiting axial
stress on the stone column; nevertheless, no appreciable
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improvement in its capacity has been seen. In this analysis,
the load versus settlement behaviour in soft soil reinforced
by single-layer geosynthetic encased stone columns (SL-
GESC) and dual-layer geosynthetic-encased stone columns
(DL-GESC) were compared to that of unreinforced soil and
ordinary stone column (OSC). Tis study used the
Mohr–Coulomb model, which has been used by many
scholars in the past to analyse the behaviour of soft soil and
stone columns [27, 31, 37–39]. It was decided that the
geosynthetic encasement should be modelled as a linear
elastic material.

Studies on the efect of geosynthetic encasing on set-
tlement behaviour in the stone column-reinforced soft soil
of varying undrained shear strengths have shown that an
interface element is not needed because column settlement is
caused by the stone columns bulging to the periphery, which
prevents shear [33, 40]. Terefore, interface elements were
not used in the case of GESC; however, Rinter� 0.60 was
used for the stone column and soil in this study because it
yielded a more accurate validation result than the other
values tested.

2.1. Validation of the Numerical Model. Perfectly elastic
linear material clay was employed as the bed material, and
stone aggregates as the columnmaterial and the behaviour of
each was simulated using Mohr–Coulomb failure criteria.
Te Mohr–Coulomb model is applicable in the analysis of
embankments and shallow foundations. Laboratory model
studies on single confgurations of stone columns sur-
rounded by soft clays in a triangular pattern were used to
approximate the load settlement behaviour of model tests
carried out by Ambily and Gandhi [40], utilising the unit cell
approach (Figure 1). Tis was achieved by simulating the
load-settling behaviour seen in tests, which were done using
stone columns with a 100mm diameter and end-bearing
columns with a 4.5 L/d ratio. In addition, a cylindrical tank
with dimensions of 500mm in height and 210mm in di-
ameter was selected following the unit cell idealisation
concept to achieve an s/d ratio of 2. It was agreed that the
end-bearing condition of loading only one column would be
considered for the single-column criterion during the val-
idation process.

Material properties used for validation purposes are the
same as in Table 1, which was used by [40]. To simulate the
test, a cylindrical mould was developed and given the
characteristic of steel. Following that, a series of boundary
conditions were used to keep the cylindrical mould fxed to
restrict mould movement in any direction. A clay-flled
mould and a stone column of 100mm in diameter and
450mm in length were used to create the model. As in-
dicated in Figure 1, material characteristics were assigned
after creating an interface at the boundary. Te mesh was
created when the necessary and appropriate properties were
provided, as seen in Figure 2.

For the relevant conditions, the numerical analysis
employed a maximum specifed settlement of 35mm [41];
above this settlement, the increase in axial stress seems to be
constant [40]. Figure 3 depicts the vertical displacement

applied to the stone column. Te result obtained from the
numerical study done by PLAXIS-3D is in good agreement
with those of the earlier experimental examination by
Ambily and Gandhi [40], which was conducted for s/d� 2, as
shown in Figure 4.

3. Material Properties

Mohr–Coulomb failure criteria were used in the validation
of the perfectly plastic linear elastic model used for the
behaviour of clay as a bed material and stone aggregates as
a column material. Te Mohr–Coulomb model has been
used by numerous researchers for investigations on stone
columns that are similar to those on embankments and
shallow foundations [27, 42–45]. Te model’s input pa-
rameters (E, c, φ, and ψ) were obtained from relevant
laboratory tests. Five diferent stone columns, each with
a diameter of 50mm, 75mm, 100mm, 125mm, and
150mm, were used in the numerical analysis, with variable
s/d ratios. Table 2 shows the physical characteristics of the
material used in this study. Various parameters were altered
to calculate their efects on the soil settling behaviour under
various load intensities. Te geosynthetic’s axial rigidity (J)
was fxed at 150 kN/m for both the inner and outer layer

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a soil bed with a single column
modelled.

Table 1: Material’s properties as utilised by Ambily and Gandhi
[40].

Parameters
Properties

Clay Stone
Poisson’s ratio (μ) 0.42 0.3
Shear strength, cu (kPa) 30 0
Modulus of elasticity (kPa) 5,500 55,000
Angle of internal friction (ϕ) 0 38°
Dilatancy angle (ψ) 0 4°
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Figure 2: Generated mesh of the model with ordinary stone column (OSC).
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Figure 3: (a, b) Stone column with prescribed displacement.
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encasings. It was investigated how this dual-layer encase-
ment afected the stone column bulging and load-settlement
behaviour.

4. Encasement Conditions

Te two types of encasements employed for the single or-
dinary stone column research were Single-layered
geosynthetic-encased stone column (SL-GESC) and dual-
layered geosynthetic-encased stone column (DL-GESC). In
the case of a single-layer encasement, the encasing layer is
placed on the column’s outermost periphery, enclosing the
whole stone column, as depicted in recent research. While
dual-layered encasement employs two layers of encasement,
the frst layer is the same as that used in single-layered
encasement (at the periphery), and this layer remains

consistent throughout all DLGE samples. Te second layer
of encasement is inserted within the body of the stone
column, 0.5d from the stone column axis, as shown in
Figure 5(a).Tis leads to a gap of 0.5d between the two layers
of encasement, which is equal to the spacing between the two
layers of the encasement.

5. FEM Modelling by PLAXIS-3D

Te diameter and height of the single-column cylindrical
tank were maintained by using the unit cell concept and
maintaining the L/D ratio of about 4.5. Based on the di-
ameter of a stone column, the PLAXIS-3D software was used
to create a cylindrical tank with varying length and diameter.
Te component of the tank was made of plate elements, and
the boundaries of the tank were confned in all three
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Figure 4: Validation of the axial stress versus settlement graph by Ambily and Gandhi [40].

Table 2: An overview of the FEM models generated.

Stone
column dia. (mm) s/d ratio

Single column test
Model type

DL-GESC SL-GESC OSC CLAY

50
s/d� 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

75
s/d� 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

100
s/d� 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

125
s/d� 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

150
s/d� 2 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 3 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
s/d� 4 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
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dimensions. Te loading plate and its properties were al-
located to steel plates with a thickness of 12mm. A stone
column with the requisite diameter was generated in the
tank’s centre, interacting with the attribute Rinter� 0.6 that
is maintained on the column periphery for ordinary stone
column (OSC). Encased stone columns (ESC) with a spec-
ifed tensile strength of 150 kN/m for both the inner and
outermost encasement were provided by geogrids. Meshing
was done using a medium coarseness, and a predetermined
vertical displacement of 50mm was provided, as shown in
Figure 2. On single columns with varied encasement con-
ditions and diameters, 60 FEM models were created and
numerically examined. Table 2 displays the general structure
of the model, and Figure 5(b) depicts the model of a single
ordinary stone column setup with encasement.

6. Results and Discussion

Te efect of various factors on the load-intensity versus
settlement behaviour of GESCs was analysed using 3D FEM
models. Based on their experimental investigation, Ambily
and Gandhi [40] suggest that the length of stone columns
nearly 4.5d is optimum. In this study also, an end-bearing
columnwith a length to diameter (L/d) ratio of 4.5 was chosen
for a single column analysis. Te load was applied on top of
the stone column in terms of a prescribed displacement of up
to 50mm. Te parameters varied included the diameter of
stone column, encasement conditions, and s/d ratio. Te
properties used for the materials modelled in the study are
shown in Table 3. Various aspects and outcomes of parametric
studies are discussed in detail as follows:

6.1. Efect of Spacing. On the unreinforced soil, ordinary
stone column, SL-GESC, and DL-GESC with various di-
ameters and spacings, various FEM analyses were con-
ducted. Figure 6 presents the fndings as graphs illustrating
the variation in axial stress and axial load for various model
parameters. From the result obtained through the FEM

analysis, it shows that the load-carrying capacity of the stone
column decreases as the spacing between stone columns
increases, this phenomenon continues up to the s/d ratio of
3, beyond which the change becomes negligible. Tese
fndings are consistent and in agreement with that of
[40, 46]. According to Table 4, which compares the im-
provement percentage of the DL-GESC to the SL-GESC,
there is a considerable improvement when we move from s/
d� 2 to s/d� 3, while the change from s/d� 3 to s/d� 4 is
marginal.

Te FEM results for a 100mm column with various s/
d ratios are discussed in detail below, as shown in Figure 7. It
has been observed that DL-GESC greatly outperforms OSC
and SL- GESC in resisting the vertical load. Similar patterns
are observed for columns with diameters of 50, 75, 125, and
150mm; hence, the prior fnding holds true for all of the
column diameters stated.

6.2. Efect of Encasement. As seen in Figure 8, the encase-
ment signifcantly increased the capacity of soft soil to
withstand loads after being reinforced with a stone column.
Te results of FEM for various s/d ratios and variations in
diameter are displayed in the accompanying graphs, re-
spectively. For the DL-GESC, it can be seen that the load-
carrying capacity signifcantly improves as the ordinary
stone column diameter increases. Results from the experi-
mental study [26] and numerical study [47] also indicates,
compared to ordinary stone columns, encased stone col-
umns have a substantially higher stress concentration.
Overall, there was an improvement of 15–25% from
DL-GESC to SL-GESC. Tere has been an increase in load-
carrying capacity, with s/d� 3 producing the best results and
accommodating all diameter variations.

Te axial load-carrying capacity for various stone col-
umn diameters with varying s/d ratios is detailed in Table 5
and well depicted in Figure 6(b); when compared to an
ordinary stone column, the axial load-carrying capability of
column improves. According to the results of the FEM

Inner
reinforcement

Outer
reinforcement

(a)

Loading plate

Cylindrical
mould

(b)

Figure 5: (a) Cross-sectional view of dual-layered encasement for a single stone column and (b) single-stone column setup.
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study, in comparison to the ordinary stone column, an
improvement of 2.15–12.75 times for DL-GESC and
1.6–10 times for SL-GESC has been observed.Tere has been
a rise in axial load capacity of DL-GESC for all the con-
sidered cases for various diameters, it has been observed
that, with spacing to diameter ratio 3 yielding the optimum
results for load-bearing capacity if compared with spacing to
diameter ratio of 2 and 4.

Te dual-layered, geosynthetic-encased column out-
performs the stone column installed in soft soil by a sig-
nifcant margin. Te axial stress decreases as the diameter of
the stone column grows for varied s/d ratios, as shown in
Figure 6(a), illustrating that the load-carrying capacity of the
soil increases as a direct result of this modifcation.

6.3. Efect of Stone Column Diameter on Improvement Ratio
(I.R.). Te FEM modelling results were analysed and

reported as a bearing capacity improvement ratio (qr/qu),
where qr is the vertical stress of reinforced soil at a settlement
of 50mm and qu is the vertical stress of unreinforced soil at
the same settlement. Figure 9 shows the trendlines of the DL-
GESC, SL-GESC, and OSC for varying diameters and s/d
ratios, and it was observed that when compared to un-
reinforced soil, the load-carrying capacity of ordinary stone
column improve 2.6–3.7 times, for SL-GESC improves
7–33.5 times, and for DL-GESC improves 8.5–40.8 times.

6.4. Failure Mechanism. Te length of the column has
a crucial role in the failure mechanism of a single stone
column loaded across its region. In situations where end-
bearing and foating columns are utilized and the length of
the column exceeds the critical length, which is estimated to
be approximately four times the diameter, the column may
experience collapse due to bulging [48]. Similar observations

Table 3: Properties of the materials used for PLAXIS 3D.

Parameters
Properties

Clay Stone material
Poisson’s ratio (μ) 0.4 0.3
Shear strength, cu (kPa) 14 0
Modulus of elasticity (kPa) 4000 45,000
Angle of internal friction (ϕ) 0 38°
Dilatancy angle (ψ) 0 8°
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Figure 6: Efect of spacing on a single column: (a) axial stress (kN/m2) and (b) load (kN).

Table 4: Improvement in DL-GESC compared to SL-GESC.

s/d
Improvement (%)

50mm 75mm 100mm 125mm 150mm
2 21.49 19.95 15.97 17.44 15.95
3 23.18 24.72 19.63 19.51 17.61
4 23.66 23.25 22.71 20.55 18.37
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have also been made in the current study. Te outcomes of
this numerical study demonstrated that an ordinary stone
column without an encasing was bulging along its pe-
riphery. Figure 10 depicts the bulging failure, and it can be
noticed that there was less bulging in the case of the
provided encasement and also that the encasement ma-
terial did not rupture. While the external reinforcement,
in the form of encasing the column in a geofabric, will
prevent the column from collapsing by bulging or
shearing; it will not let the column to dilate and hence
raise the in situ stresses [49]. When compared to SL-

GESC, DL-GESC lessens bulging, which refects the goal
of the current study. If this encasement arrangement is
maintained, the stone column will not fail due to bulging
under various loading circumstances. Te analysis of
stone columns with varying diameters and s/d ratios
revealed that the load-carrying capacity of OSC increases
for single-layered and dual-layered encasement, which
can be seen from Table 5. From observations, it has been
deduced that the insertion of an encasement into an
ordinary stone column increases its capacity to withstand
several loading conditions.
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Figure 7: Axial stress vs. settlement of single column: (a) s/d� 2, (b) s/d� 3, and (c) s/d� 4.
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Figure 8: Efect of encasement on axial stress vs. settlement for single column of various diameter of stone column: (a) s/d� 2, (b) s/d� 3,
and (c) s/d� 4.

Table 5: Improvement in DL-GESC and SL-GESC compared to OSC.

(mm)
Axial load (kN) Improvement (%)

s/d ratio OSC SL-GESC DL-GESC SL-GESC DL-GESC

50
2 0.74 7.87 9.56 963.51 1191.89
3 0.66 7.31 9.00 1007.58 1263.64
4 0.65 7.23 8.94 1012.31 1275.38

75
2 1.99 10.36 12.43 420.60 524.62
3 1.58 9.07 11.31 474.05 615.82
4 1.49 9.11 11.23 511.41 653.69

100
2 3.52 13.37 15.51 279.83 340.63
3 2.65 11.51 13.77 334.34 419.62
4 2.99 11.06 13.57 269.90 353.85

125
2 4.64 16.41 19.27 253.66 315.30
3 4.12 13.98 16.71 239.32 305.58
4 4.11 13.32 16.06 224.09 290.75

150
2 6.70 19.73 22.88 194.48 241.49
3 5.94 16.67 19.61 180.64 230.13
4 5.94 15.84 18.75 166.67 215.66
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Figure 10: Efect of bulging: (a) SL-GESC and (b) DL-GESC.
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7. Conclusions

(i) Te spacing-to-diameter ratio infuences the axial
stresses that occur within the body of the stone
column; as the ratio increases, so does the load-
carrying capacity of the system, with a spacing-to-
diameter ratio of 3 being optimal.

(ii) Insertion of the OSC results in higher axial load
values at lower settlement values when compared to
the clay bed, an enhancement of 2.5 to 3 times is
observed for various cases of the stone column
diameter; a higher improvement is observed for the
larger diameter.

(iii) Te encasement of the stone column resists the
bulging of the stone column body, which helps in
increasing the load-carrying capacity, in cases where
single-layered encasement is used, the load-carrying
capacity increases by 1.6–10 times in comparison to
ordinary stone column cases.

(iv) Introducing an additional layer of encasement into
the body of stone column assists in preventing
bulging and promotes the confnement of the stone
material. Dual-layered encasements provide
a 15–25% greater mobilisation of stress than single-
layered encasements.

(v) Te analysis of stone columns with varying di-
ameters and s/d ratios showed that DL-GESC ex-
hibits less bulging than SL-GESC, indicating that the
load-carrying capacity of OSC is enhanced in cases
where dual encasement is provided under various
loading conditions.
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